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A method to generate accurate approximations to the singular solutions of a 
system of (complex) polynomial equations is presented. This method is established 
in a context of polynomial continuation; thus, all solutions are generated, with the 
singular solutions being approximated more accurately than by standard imple- 
mentations. The theorem on which the method is based is proven using results 
from several complex variables and algebraic geometry. No special conditions on 
the derivatives of the system, such as restrictions on the rank of the Jacobian 
matrix at solutions, are required. A specific implementation is given and the results 
of numerical experiments in solving four test problems are presented. 0 1992 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRoDuC~J~N 
Singular solutions of polynomial systems can be both difficult and 
expensive to compute accurately. (See, for example, [5, 6-8, 18, 19,20, 39, 
401.) In polynomial continuation [3, 4, 9, 10, 13-16, 21-24, 26-35, 37, 43, 
46-491, the full set of solutions to a polynomial system is computed, but 
the singular solutions are not generally determined to full-precision accu- 
racy. In this paper we present a method to improve the accuracy of the 
approximations to the singular solutions computed by polynomial continu- 
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ation. This method is distinct from the method described in [36], which can 
also be used with polynomial continuation. 
To motivate this approach, consider the following example: Suppose we 
wish to solve 
z m- - 0, 
using polynomial continuation. We might use the homotopy 
(1) 
(1 - t)(.P - 1) + tzm = 0, (2) 
which starts at the roots of unity when t = 0 and, as t + 1, continues 
these into the solutions to (1). The solutions to (2) are paths given for any 
particular value of t by 
d(t) = J?iT, 
where u is a primitive mth root of unity and j = 1 to m indexes the full 
path set. Though z’(t) approaches 0 rather slowly as t approaches 1, the 
average 
z’(t) -I- -*- +P(t) 
m 
is identically zero. 
Although this example is contrived, it turns out that averaging is a good 
idea in general. Indeed, let f be a system of IZ polynomials defined on C”. 
Let g be a second system of 12 polynomials which is chosen so that every 
multiplicity m isolated solution of f = 0 is approached by m nonsingular 
solutions of 
h(z, t) = (1 - t)g(z) + tf(z) = 0, (3) 
as t + 1. Let z* be a multiplicity m isolated solution of f(z) = 0, and let 
W(t), . . . , zm(t)} be the coordinate vectors of the solutions of (3) that 
approach z* as t approaches 1. Then we can prove that 
i(t) = 
z’(t) + .*- +zyt> 
m 
is an n-tuple of h&morphic functions of t for t near 1, and i(l) = z*. 
See also Theorem 4 of [38], where averaging is used in a one-variable 
context. In polynomial continuation, each path is tracked until it is near 
t = 1, and then it is extrapolated to t = 1 in the final phase of path 
tracking (“the end game” [45]). Because 2(t) is actually holomorphic in t, 
it can be extrapolated to t = 1 much more successfully than can any of the 
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z j( t 1. This is suggested by the illustrative example above and confirmed in 
the numerical experiments (see Section 4). The difference in the accuracy 
of the computed solution estimates can be significant. In our experience, 
full precision is easy to obtain with problems for which standard imple- 
mentations failed to yield even a few digits of accuracy. 
In practice, the issue of knowing which paths to average is determined 
by observation. That is, as the continuation parameter approaches the 
target value of 1, the path end points partition themselves into clusters, 
each of which appears to be coalescing to a single point. Generally, the 
path tracking process must be terminated before actual convergence is 
achieved, due to singularity, but one obtains solution estimates from each 
path as discussed above and these individual path end point estimates are 
then used to determine the partitioning into clusters. It might happen that 
several distinct solutions are close to each other and there is difficulty in 
distinguishing them numerically. For this case, we prove that the solution 
estimate resulting from averaging all the associated several sets of paths is 
the multiplicity-weighed average of the solutions. Thus, although the 
process of partitioning is subject to errors of numerical resolution, the 
results obtained are still reasonable. 
The system f(z) and homotopy h(z, t) can be very general. Thus, 
f(z) = 0 can have nonisolated solutions or solutions at infinity and can be 
defined on an arbitrary smooth compactification of C”. Further, the 
homotopy can be constructed to take advantage of special structures of a 
given f. This is in line with [31-331. 
The theorem on which the method is based (Theorem 1) is proven using 
results from several complex variables and algebraic geometry. It is stated 
in Section 2 and proven in the Appendix. Several additional theorems are 
also given in Section 2. The numerical method itself exploits ideas from 
polynomial continuation and polynomial interpolation. This is described in 
Section 3. In the final section, a specific implementation is given and the 
results of numerical experiments in solving four test problems are pre- 
sented. 
2. THEORY 
In polynomial continuation, we have a homotopy 
h(z,t) = 0 (4) 
which is an n-tuple of polynomial equations in both z E C” and t E [O, 11, 
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with h(z, 0) = 0 the start system and h(z, 1) = 0 the target system. Thus, 
we know the solutions to the start system and we want the solutions to the 
target system. We let f(z) = h(z, 1) denote the target system. 
We assume that for each t e [O, l), h(z, t) = 0 has d isolated nonsingu- 
lar solutions and no singular solutions. This condition is known to be 
satisfied in a number of situations. It implies that there are d connected 
components of the set 
((z, t) E C" x [O, l)lh( z, t) = 0}, 
and each of these connected components has a parametrization, z(t) for 
0 s t < 1, with h(z(t), t) = 0 for 0 5 t < 1. Now, define z(1) = 
lim ,,,z(t). Then z(t) for 0 I t 5 1 is, by definition, a continuation path 
of (4) with start point z(0) and end point z(1). These continuation paths to 
(4) are smooth paths, which are distinct for t < 1 but may intersect for 
t = 1. In fact, a geometrically isolated solution, z*, to the target system is 
singular with multiplicity m if and only if z* is the end point for exactly m 
of the continuation paths. Let S denote the collection of continuation 
paths for (4) and let S, denote the associated set of end points. Then we 
have S, of-‘(0). Equality holds only if f(z) = 0 has only geometrically 
isolated solutions. Note that, in any case, S, does contain all the geometri- 
cally isolated solutions of f(z) = 0. 
In practice, our homotopies will be defined over general spaces (see 
[33]) but, since the results in this paper will be stated in terms of local 
coordinates, we lose little in assuming that z E C”. (In many cases of 
interest, this can be achieved via the projective transformation [28, 29, 
321.) Further, although commonly t is restricted to the real interval [O, 11, 
it makes sense to consider t E C’ when convenient. Thus, zj(t) is smooth 
over [0, 11 and can be smoothly extended to a complex neighborhood of 
LO, 1). 
We will now state three theorems. The proof of the theorems are given 
in the Appendix. Note that it is not necessary to assume that any of the 
solutions to f(z) = 0 are geometrically isolated. 
THEOREM 1. For z* E So,, and for j = 1 to m*, let zj(t) denote the full 
set of homotopy paths with z’(1) = z*. Thus, if z” is geometrically isolated, 
m* is its multiplicity. Then there is an E > 0 such that for 0 I 1 - t < E 
a. i(t) = (l/m*)Ci”,zj(t) extends to a holomotphic function on a 
complex disk of radius e about 1, and 
b. i(l) = z*. 
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Part b is trivial and is stated only for emphasis. The significance of part 
a is that, while the individual paths are not smooth at t = 1, the average of 
the paths is extremely smooth (holomorphic). For paths converging to 
singular solutions, we want to compute the limit as t -+ 1. While this limit 
is difficult to compute for any one path because of the singularity at t = 1, 
the average of the paths can be extrapolated with much greater reliability 
and accuracy. 
We can refine Theorem 1 and obtain some information on the asymp- 
totic behavior of the condition numbers of the Jacobian matrices of h on 
the paths as t -+ 1, as follows: Let z* E S,. Suppose there are exactly m” 
paths converging to z*. Then we have: 
THEOREM 2. There are positive integers cl, . . . , c, with m” = 
Cl + -** +c, and a partitioning of the paths converging to z* into r sets, 
with the irh set having ci members, so that (letting z’*‘(t) denote the jth 
member of the ilh set) there are positive real numbers ei and ~~ and integers 
pi, qi, and qi (with 0 < qi I cin2/4 and 0 < qi I c,n) such that for 
(1 -tl <Ei 
a. f’(t) = (l/c,)C~~,z’~j(t) extends to a holomorphic function on a 
complex disk of radius ei about 1, 
b. i’(1) = z*, and 
c. for any j, cond[dhZ(zi,j(t), t)] = ~~11 - t(pf’4z + 
O(ll _ t(P,/4,+‘/4:). 
Again, part b is trivial and is stated only for emphasis. Here “cond” 
denotes the condition of the matrix, which in the proof is taken to be the 
ratio of the absolute values of the largest to the smallest eigenvalue, and 
dh, denotes the n X n Jacobian matrix of partials of h with respect to 
21,..., z,, where z = (zi,. . , , 2,). 
The numbers ci in this theorem are called cycle numbers, and they 
correspond to the cycle numbers in [361. Parts a and b of the theorem 
reflect the fact that the grouping by cycles gives the most fundamental 
underlying smooth structure. (See the Appendix for more on this.) Part c 
suggests how we might detect the cycle structure in a computation, by 
monitoring condition numbers. It says that, as t -+ 1, the condition num- 
bers associated with all the paths in a cycle converge. This is significant 
because our stopping rules for paths may be based on condition number 
bounds. It will be very convenient if we stop all paths in the same cycle at 
the same value of t. Theorem 2 suggests that this may not be difficult to 
arrange. 
Sometimes there is only one cycle number associated with z*, and this 
cycle number is the multiplicity, as follows. 
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THEOREM 3. Zf the n X (n + 1) Jacobian matrix, dh( 2*, l), has com- 
plex rank n, and m* 2 1, then z* is a geometrically fiolated solution of 
f(t) = 0 and r = 1 in the statement of Theorem 2. 
Compare Theorem 2 of [36]. Commonly, the hypothesis of this theorem 
holds when f(z*> has rank at least n - 1. See the paragraph after 
Theorem 2 of [36]. 
3. THE NUMERICAL METHOD 
Theorem 1 suggests the following method for computing the full solu- 
tion set to the target system f(z) = 0: 
Step 1. Choose h so that S consists of a full set of paths for polynomial 
continuation. 
Step 2. Specify 0 < t, < t, < . * * < t, < 1, where t, is “close enough” 
but “not too close” to 1. Numerically track each path, z(t) E S, from 
t = 0 to t = t,, so that do),. , . , z(t,) are computed. 
Step 3. For each path z(t), use the z(tj> values computed in Step 2 to 
estimate the end point z(1). Partition the paths into equivalence classes by 
the closeness of these estimated end points. 
Step 4. Each equivalence class determined in Step 3 yields an esti- 
mated solution: the average of the estimated end points of the paths in the 
class. 
We discuss these steps in more detail below, and then in Section 4 
describe a particular implementation, along with the results of numerical 
experiments. 
Step 1. Choose h 
There are many acceptable ways to define h that can be proven to obey 
the required conditions. See, for example, the polynomial continuation 
references cited in the first paragraph of Section 1. 
Step 2. Track the Paths 
Path tracking is a standard numerical technique. See, for example, [l, 2, 
17, 29, 37, 41, 42, 44, 451. (We should note that the paths associated with 
polynomial continuation are special in that dt/ds > 0, where “s” denotes 
arc length; that is, paths do not “turn back in t.“) The key decision for this 
step is the choice of the tj for j = 0 to s. Indeed, this choice is central to 
the whole method, strongly affecting the success of this and the following 
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steps. The theory of the method does not offer guidelines for this choice; it 
must be made on the basis of numerical experience (see Section 4). 
Step 3. Partition the Paths 
We choose a “path closeness” parameter p > 0. For each path z(t), we 
have z(tj> for j = 0 to s, from Step 2. These values are used to obtain a 
polynomial interpolation of z(t) near t = 1. The endpoint z(l) is esti- 
mated by the resulting extrapolation to t = 1. Then the paths are parti- 
tioned by declaring two paths equivalent if their extrapolated endpoints 
are within p of each other. 
We use polynomial interpolation with the homotopy parameter t nor- 
malized by 1 - t,: let T = (1 - t)/(l - ts) and define w(r) = z(t). Then 
the interpolation formula is the truncated Taylor series about r = 0: 
W(T) = w(0) + W’(O)7 + * *. +wW/s! (5) 
The values z(tj) from Step 2 yield s + 1 values for W(T), which generate 
from (5) a linear system that can be solved to obtain w(O), an estimate of 
z(l). Using T  instead of t helps keep this linear system well conditioned. 
(That this extrapolation does not yield the best estimate of z(1) is 
addressed in Step 4. Here, it is better than some obvious alternatives. It is 
better, for example, than partitioning based on the z(t,> values.) 
If we have chosen t, correctly, the spacing between estimated end 
points for paths converging to the same solution will be significantly 
smaller than the spacing between solutions. Then, discovering a proper p 
by trial and error will not be difficult. However, scaling issues will affect 
success in practice. The projective transformation [28, 29, 321 is useful in 
this regard, because it tends to normalize solutions (including solutions at 
infinity) to magnitudes near unity. 
Step 4. Generate the Extrapolated Solutions 
Since the average path i(t) is holomorphic for 1 - t close enough to 0, 
the Taylor expansion always has a nicely behaved remainder term. This is 
in contrast with any single z(t). Thus, with T  defined as in Step 3, we have 
V+(T) = f(t) and 
k?(T) = a(o) + r;‘(o)7 + ... ++(“/S! (6) 
which yields G(O), a better estimate of z(l). The extrapolation depends 
linearly on the averaged data points, G(T). Therefore, by changing the 
order of summation, we see that the extrapolation of the average path is 
identical to the average of the extrapolations of the individual paths. Thus, 
the end point extrapolations computed in Step 3 can be used in this step 
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to efficiently obtain the (more accurate) averaged end point values. Note 
that by differentiating (6), we have the option of using derivatives of the 
homotopy paths in computing the extrapolation. 
Step 5. Verify the Solution Estimate 
The primary means of checking the solution estimate is to compute the 
residual function value f(P), where ze is the solution estimate. For a 
well-scaled system, properly computed solutions give residuals near the 
precision of the arithmetic, whereas unmatched or mismatched paths give 
at best half the number of digits (see Section 4). We can also check 
cond[dh,(P, 111. If me > 1 (where me is the number of paths converging 
to z?, the end point must be singular, and the condition should reflect 
this. Finally, for many systems some singular solutions can be found by 
hand (especially solutions at infinity), but their multiplicities are unknown. 
In such instances, the error in the computed value of ze can be monitored 
directly, while the computation serves to compute the multiplicities. 
4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
In this section we describe the computer code used to test the proposed 
method, and we report on the results of solving four test problems. The 
extrapolation was controlled by two parameters At and s. The data points 
for the extrapolation were collected at evenly space tj, 
tj = 1 - (s -j + 1) At, j=O > * . ., $7 
and we used derivative information at each data point. This gave an 
extrapolation order of (+ = 2s + 1. The partitioning step was controlled by 
the parameter p. We used the straight insertion sorting method and 
computed distances using the infinity norm. For comparison, each run was 
also made without averaging by setting p = 0.0, leaving At and u un- 
changed. 
We used a homotopy of the form of (3), where g and f have both been 
homogenized, and the ith component of g (before homogenization) is of 
the form 
where d, is the degree of the ith component of f, and ai, b, are ran- 
dom complex constants. We used the projective transformation and the 
path tracker from the code CONSOLST [29]. For all these runs, we 
took MAXIT = 3 (maximum number of corrector iterations per step), 
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SSZBEG = 10e2 (beginning step size), and EPSBIG = lop3 (path close- 
ness tolerance for the corrector). At t = 0.95, the path closeness tolerance 
is tightened to 10e6. This path tracker uses a variable step size and 
increases t until the target value is reached or the step size becomes 
smaller than SSZMIN = lo-‘. (This code forces t to increase with arc 
length.) The programs are written in double precision FORTRAN, using 
the COMPLEX*16 data type, and all tests were conducted on an IBM 
370-3090. 
We tabulate the results of experiments for four problems below. First 
we give the control parameters At, (T, and p. Then, NFE denotes the 
“number of function evaluations,” which for our method equals the 
number of Jacobian matrix evaluations and the number of (complex 
n X n) linear systems solved. COND is the condition number of the 
Jacobian matrix evaluated at the solution estimate and t = 1, computed as 
the product of the norms of the Jacobian matrix and its inverse. The 
inverse is computed using Gaussian elimination with pivoting, and if at any 
point the best pivot is smaller than 10-12, a result of COND = ~0 is 
reported. The quantity Ilz,,,ll is the norm of the error in the solution, 
Ilf(z)ll is the residual function value, and Ilzoll is the norm of the homoge- 
neous coordinate. 
The infinity norm is used throughout, and its value is reported as the 
exponent of the next larger power of 10. Under “Paths,” grouping by 
parentheses indicates which paths were matched. Path numbers in a row 
had run statistics within one digit, and the weakest result is reported; that 
is, the largest llz,,,ll and Ilf(z)ll. Note that in Problem 4 there is a pair of 
nonsingular solutions with condition numbers of 109. Such “nearly singu- 
lar solutions” can be more difficult to compute correctly than singular 
solutions. 
PROBLEM 1 (Example with an order-4 singularity). The system 
f2 = 2: + z;, 
taken from [29, p. 1041, has one solution (zl, z2) = (0,O) of multiplicity 4. 
At the solution the Jacobian matrix vanishes, but in the vicinity of the 
solution the condition number of the Jacobian matrix can vary from 2 to 03, 
depending on the relative magnitudes of zi and t2. However, if both llzlll 
and llzzll are less than 0.5 x 10-12, our program reports COND = ~0. 
Table I shows that the new method yields the solution to at worst 10-l’ 
accuracy, while the unaveraged results are no better than 10p2. 
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TABLE I 
Problem 1: One Order-4 Singularity 
At P u NFE Paths COND lIzoIl lIZ,,,Il Ilf(z)ll 
10-3 0.0 3 556 1,2,3,4 
0.1 3 556 (1,2,3,4) 
0.0 5 552 L2,3,4 
0.1 5 552 0,2,3,4 
10-S 0.0 3 705 
0.1 3 705 
0.0 5 719 
0.1 5 719 
1,2,3,4 
(1,2,3,4) 
1,2,3,4 
(1,2,3,4) 
0 
0 
0 
m 
0 0 -2 -6 
co 0 -17 -34 
0 0 -2 -6 
m 0 -16 -32 
0 -1 -4 
0 -11 -22 
0 -1 -4 
0 -15 -31 
PROBLEM 2 (Griewank and Osborne’s system). Griewank and Osborne 
[19, p. 749, (4.1)], have shown that the system 
f, = 2azf - 2z,z, 
fi = z2 - 2; 
demonstrates a variety of pathological behaviors for Newton’s method, 
depending on the value of a. We take a = g, for which Newton’s method 
diverges to infinity even for initial guesses near the solution at the origin. 
The system has order-3 roots at the origin (zi, z,) = (0,O) and at infinity 
(zi, z2, za) = (0, 1, O), where q, is the homogeneous coordinate. Table II 
explores the dependence of the solution error on At and (+. Note that as 
At becomes smaller, high-order extrapolation degrades rather than en- 
hances the accuracy. Table II shows that the new method yields the 
solutions to at worst lo-l2 accuracy (when CT is large enough and At is 
small enough), while the unaveraged results are no better than 10e2. 
PROBLEM 3 (Example with a positive-dimensional solution set). The 
system 
fl = 2: - 25 
f2 = ZIZZ - z1 - 52, + 5 
f3 = 23” - z1 + 5 
is adapted from Problem 2-8 in 129, p. 241. It has a pair of nonsingular 
solutions (zi, z2, ZJ = f--5,1, + im> and a line of singular solutions 
given by (zi, z2, z3) = (5, z2, 0) for any zz. There are eight homotopy 
paths, yielding the two nonsingular solutions and three order-2 singular 
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TABLE II 
Problem 2: Two Order-3 Singularities 
At P 
lo-’ 0.0 
0.2 
0.0 
0.2 
0.0 
0.2 
0.0 
0.2 
10-5 0.0 
0.2 
0.0 
0.2 
0.0 
0.2 
0.0 
0.2 
c7 
1 
1 
3 
3 
I 
7 
11 
11 
1 
1 
3 
3 
7 
7 
11 
11 
NFE 
979 
979 
975 
975 
990 
990 
1014 
1014 
1387 
1387 
1397 
1397 
1404 
1404 
1438 
1438 
1 5 -5 -5 -5 
4,6 2 -3 -1 -2 
2,3,5 3 0 -1 -3 
(1,4,6) 3 -3 -3 -4 
(2,3,5) 4 0 -4 -4 
1 10 -9 -9 -10 
4,6 3 -4 -1 -2 
2,335 3 0 -1 -3 
(1,461 6 -6 -6 -6 
(2,3,5) 7 0 -6 -7 
1 m - 14 - 14 -15 
4,6 3 -4 -1 -3 
2,3,5 3 0 -1 -3 
(1,4,6) 11 -10 -10 -11 
(2,3,5) 11 0 -11 -11 
1 a; - 14 - 14 -14 
476 3 -4 -1 -3 
2,3,5 3 0 -1 -3 
(1,4,6) cc - 13 -12 -13 
(2,3,5) 33 0 - 13 - 13 
1 9 -9 -9 -9 
4,6 4 -6 -2 -4 
2,3,5 5 0 -1 -4 
0,4,6) 7 -7 -7 -8 
(2,3,5) 8 0 -8 -8 
1 m - 15 -15 -16 
436 5 -7 -2 -4 
2,X5 5 0 -2 -4 
(1,4,6) m -14 -14 -14 
(2,3,5) m 0 - 14 -15 
1 03 -15 -15 -15 
4,6 5 -1 -2 -5 
2,3,5 6 0 -2 -4 
(1,4,6) cc -14 -13 -15 
(2,3,5) m 0 -14 -15 
1 m -13 -13 -13 
476 5 -1 -2 -5 
2,375 6 0 -2 -4 
(1,4,6) m - 13 - 12 - 13 
C&3,5) m 0 -13 - 13 
COND lIZOIl lIZ,,,II Ilf(z)ll 
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TABLE III 
Problem 3: Two Nonsingular Roots and a Singular Line 
At 
10-3 
10-s 
P * 
0.0 3 
0.1 3 
0.0 5 
0.1 5 
0.0 3 
0.1 3 
0.0 5 
0.1 5 
NFE Paths COND 
1545 
1545 
1553 
1553 
1766 
1766 
1821 
1821 
1,5 
2,4,6,8 
3,7 
(2,6;:4 8) 
(3: 7) 
175 
2,4,6,8 
377 
(2,6;: :4,8) 
(3,7) 
1,5 
2,4,6,8 
397 
1,5 
(2,6), (4,8) 
(3,7) 
I,5 
2,4,6,8 
3,7 
(2,6;: :4,8) 
(3,7) 
1 
8 
12 
1 
13 
13 
1 
8 
m 
1 
cc 
al 
1 
11 
m 
1 
m 
m 
1 
11 
cc 
1 
cc 
m 
lIZOIl llZ,,,lI Ilf(z)ll 
0 -11 -10 
0 -2 -4 
- 12 -10 -10 
0 -11 -10 
0 -10 -10 
-12 -10 -10 
0 -14 -13 
0 -2 -4 
- 15 -14 -14 
0 -14 -13 
0 - 13 -13 
- 15 - 15 -1.5 
0 -14 -13 
0 -3 -6 
-16 -15 -15 
0 -14 -13 
0 -13 -13 
- 17 -15 -16 
0 -13 -13 
0 -3 -6 
- 16 -15 -15 
0 -13 -13 
0 -12 -13 
-15 -14 -14 
solutions on the line (one of which is also at infinity). The positive-dimen- 
sional solution set presented no apparent difficulty. Table III shows that 
the new method yields the solutions to at worst lo-‘* accuracy, while the 
unaveraged results are no better than lop3 on paths 2, 4, 6, and 8. 
PROBLEM 4 (A chemical equilibrium example). Chemical equilibrium 
problems are difficult to solve due to the (typically) large numerical range 
of the chemical equilibrium constants. The following problem has already 
been scaled from its original form, using the algorithm described in [251, 
fl = 142: + 6z1z2 + 52i - 722; - 1%~~ - 8502, + 2 x 1O-9 
f* = 0.52,2,2 + 0.01z,z2 + 0.132; + 0.042, - 4 x lo4 
f3 = 0.032,~~ + 0.042, - 850. 
This is the most realistic problem of the set, since it cannot be solved by 
hand. (Note that ((zJ is unknown for the nonsingular solutions.) We 
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TABLE IV 
Problem 4: Six Nonsingular and Two Near-Singular Roots, 
and One Order-4 Singularity 
At P @ 
10-4 
10-6 
10-B 
10-10 
0.00 
0.01 
0.00 
0.01 
0.00 
0.01 
0.00 
0.01 
NFE 
4044 
0” 
264‘= 
0” 
121” 
0” 
102” 
0” 
Paths COND lIZOIl IlLI Ilf(z)ll 
2,3,5,6,1,9 4 -2 - -10 
1,4,10,11 8 -3 -1 -1 
8,12 m -11 -6 -8 
2,3,5,6,1,9 4 -2 - - 10 
1,4,10,11 8 -3 -1 -1 
(8,12) cc -14 - 10 -11 
2,3,5,6,1,9 
1,4 
10,ll 
8,12 
2,3,5,6,1,9 
1,4 
(8,10,11,12) 
-2 
-4 
-5 
-11 
-2 
-4 
-6 
- 
- 
-2 
-6 
- 
-4 
- 12 
-3 
-2 
-8 
-12 
-3 
-2 
2,3,5,6,1,9 
L4 
10,ll 
8,12 
2,3,5,6,1,9 
1,4 
(8,10,11,12) 
4 
9 
12 
m 
4 
9 
m 
4 
9 
14 
cc 
4 
9 
00 
4 
9 
14 
co 
4 
9 
m 
-2 
-4 
-10 
-11 
-2 
-4 
-13 
-2 
-4 
-10 
-11 
-2 
-4 
- 13 
- -13 
- - 10 
-3 -4 
-6 -8 
- -13 
- - 10 
-11 - 10 
2,3,5,6,1,9 
134 
10,ll 
8, 12 
2,3,5,6,1,9 
174 
(8, lO,ll, 12) 
- 
-3 
-6 
- 
- 
-11 
-13 
- 12 
-4 
-8 
-13 
-12 
-10 
“Incremental tracking from tS of previous run. 
easily see that it has the solution at infinity of (tl, q, z3, z,) = (O,O, 1,O) 
(where z0 is the homogeneous coordinate), but the order of that solution 
is apriori unknown. Table IV shows the results of four runs. At At = 10e4, 
paths 2,3,5,6,7,9 clearly have nonsingular end points and paths 8,12 
form an order-2 singularity at infinity. However, it is not clear whether or 
not paths 1,4,10,11 are heading to singularities. As t is advanced, we see 
that 10,ll moves towards the singular solution, but paths 1 and 4 stagnate. 
At At = 10e8 the function values are small and change little at At = 
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10-l’. Thus, we conclude that the singularity at infinity is order-4 consist- 
ing of two cycles (8,12) and (10, ll), and that the end points to paths 1 and 
4 are nearby but nonsingular. Table IV shows that the new method yields 
the singular solution to lo- l1 accuracy (when At is small enough), while 
the unaveraged results are no better than 10-3. 
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented a new numerical method for improving the accuracy 
of polynomial continuation on singular solutions. Theorem 1 suggests that 
a singular solution which is the end point of more than one path can be 
computed more accurately as the extrapolation of the average path rather 
than the extrapolation of each path individually. Theorem 2 refines this 
result to cycles of paths within the total group of paths approaching a 
solution. 
Our numerical tests confirm that the method is effective and relatively 
inexpensive. For the problems we tested, the computational cost was 
primarily determined by the final stopping value t, = 1 - At, because the 
cost of extrapolating and partitioning the path end points was insignificant 
compared to the cost of tracking them. However, it is conceivable that for 
a large number of paths, the partitioning step might become significant. As 
for accuracy, in double precision without averaging, for each problem the 
error in some solution is no better than 10e3, while averaging improves 
this to 10-l’ in all cases (for appropriate choices of (+ and At). Successful 
partitioning of the paths is clearly indicated by an improvement in the 
function residuals to 10-r’ or better (in double precision), although the 
precise values are problem and scale dependent. The method worked well 
on all types of singular solutions (isolated or positive-dimensional) and had 
no trouble with the example of Problem 2 that diverges for Newton’s 
method. 
A disadvantage of the method is that there are several parameters 
whose values must be chosen: At, u, and p. However, for the test 
problems, it was not difficult to find suitable values, and in fact a reason- 
ably wide range of choices gave accurate results. 
One basic limitation of the method is in distinguishing solutions that are 
closely spaced (e.g., the “nearly singular” solution pair in Problem 4). If 
we mistakenly group together paths converging to more than one of these 
solutions, we will obtain the multiplicity weighted average of them. This is, 
in our experience, no worse a solution estimate than the solution estimates 
given by individual paths. However, we can obtain fully accurate solution 
estimates only if the solutions are separated widely enough to be properly 
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sorted. Of course, by carrying more digits of arithmetic, for example, by 
using extended precision, we can extend this limit. 
APPENDIX 
A. 1. One-Dimensional Analytic Sets 
We refer to the appendix of [33] and the references given there for 
complex analytic and algebraic varieties. By variety we mean a complex 
analytic space. All varieties are finite dimensional and reduced in this 
paper. 
A complex analytic variety X is said to be irreducible if the smooth 
points Xreg of X are connected. Decompose Xreg into connected compo- 
nents {X,0 Ii E I). The set Xi = v is an analytic subset of X. The 
important decomposition X = lJ i E lXi is called the irreducible decomposi- 
tion. Given any compact set K c X, only finitely many Xi meet K. If X is 
algebraic, the index set Z is finite. A variety X is said to be locally 
irreducible at x E X if there is no open neighborhood U c X with x 
contained in 2 2 irreducible components of U. 
If X is irreducible, then dim X = dim Xreg. For not necessarily irre- 
ducible X, dim X = maxi E &dim Xi], where X = U iE ,X, is the irre- 
ducible decomposition of X. X is said to be pure dimensional if the 
dim X = dim Xi for all i E I. 
Let Z be a one-dimensional complex analytic subspace of a connected, 
m-dimensional complex manifold 44. We assume that Z is pure dimen- 
sional. The set Sing(Z) = Z - Zreg is a countable, discrete subset of Z. 
We need some description of the structure of Z in the neighborhood of 
a point z E Z. If z is a smooth point the story is simple: there exists a 
small neighborhood of z which is biholomorphic to the unit disk in C with 
z corresponding to the origin of the disk. If z is a singular point of Z, i.e., 
z E Sing(Z), the situation is slightly more complicated. 
Consider the following example, let Z be defined by the equation 
u(u2 - u3> = 0, where u, u are coordinates on C2. Then Sing(Z) contains 
only the origin. First we decompose Z into two irreducible components, 
Z,, Z,, defined by u = 0 and u2 - u3 = 0, respectively. Let Z,,,, denote 
the disjoint union of two copies of the complex plane C, where the first 
has coordinate T] and the second has coordinate TV. Consider the map 
I/: Z”,nn + Z, given by ~(7~) = (0, TV); v(r2) = (7:, ~2). Note that this 
map is one to one and biholomorphic outside of the inverse image of the 
origin in C,. The general singular point of a general one-dimensional 
Z c C2 is not much worse than this. 
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There is a complex manifold Z,,, called the normalization of Z and a 
proper, holomorphic, map V: Z,,,, + Z such that 
%‘(z,): y -‘Pre,> -+ zreg 
is a biholomorphism. The normalization is defined for arbitrary analytic 
spaces X, but in dimensions greater than one it is not smooth. A good 
reference for this topic is [ll]. 
Let z be a possibly singular point of Z. Let (zl,. . . , zr} c Z,,,, be the 
set v-i(z). For each zi choose a disk Di with center at zi. We choose the 
disks disjoint. We further choose the disks small enough so that 
(a) vi = vDi is one to one, and, 
(b) vDiwzi is biholomorphic onto its image. 
Note that the image v&DJ is locally irreducible. This gives a decomposi- 
tion of a sufficiently small neighborhood of z into locally irreducible 
components. 
Now let wi,.. .,w, be complex coordinates in some neighborhood 
B c Z of z E Z with wi(z> = 0 for all i. By shrinking the ith disk Di and 
choosing the coordinate TV appropriately, we obtain 
(a) vi 0 wj(ri) = uij<ri>+ for some integers nij > 0, and nowhere 
zero holomorphic functions uij. 
(b) For each i one of the uij can be chosen to be identically 1 on Di. 
The above description is quite close to the classical description of 
one-dimensional algebraic sets’ in C* given by Puiseux expansions. 
A.2. Proper Holomorphic Maps and the Trace Operator 
We need some special properties of proper holomorphic maps and the 
trace operator associated to such a proper map. 
Let r: Z + Q be a proper holomorphic surjection from a variety Z 
onto a normal, irreducible variety, Q. (For the purposes of this paper, the 
reader may consider the special case that Q is a connected smooth 
one-dimensional complex manifold.) We assume further that there is at 
least one point 4 E Q such that r-‘(g) is a finite set and such that every 
irreducible component of Z surjects onto Q. This implies that there is a 
dense Zariski open set U c Q such that the map T~-I(~): r-‘(U) + U is 
a finite unbranched covering. The sheet number, k, of this covering is 
called the sheet number of the map r. It is equal to the number of points 
in the set r-‘(q) for a general point q f Q. 
Given a holomorphic function g on Z there is a holomorphic function 
on Q called the trace of g with respect to r, and denoted by tr,[ g](q), or 
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tr[g](q) for short. It is characterized by 
tr[glW = GE?r-ww) k 
for q E u , 
where U is defined above. The fact that the trace of g is a well-defined 
holomorphic function on Q follows from the Riemann extension theorem 
for bounded holomorphic functions. Indeed tr[g] is well defined by con- 
struction on U. Let q’ E Q - U and let K c Q be an open set with 
compact closure in Q with q’ E K. Since v is proper, it follows that lgl 
has an upper bound A4 on F’(K). From this it follows that tr[g] is 
bounded by A4 on U - (U n K). Therefore, by the Riemann extension 
theorem for bounded functions on a normal variety [ll, p. 1201, tr[g] 
extends to U n K as a holomorphic function. 
Let 'Q., denote the local ring of germs of holomorphic functions 
defined on some neighborhood of q E Q. OQ,4 is the set of pairs, (g, V), 
where I/ is an open set containing q and g is a holomorphic function on 
V, modulo the equivalence relation generated by setting two pairs (gl, u,> 
and (gz,Vz) equal if g, and g, coincide on V, n V2. Let r*Oz,,-~~~) 
denote the local ring of germs of holomorphic functions defined on some 
neighborhood of r-‘(q) E 2. Since we can pull back holomorphic func- 
tions from an open set I/ c Q to Y’(V), we have a well defined map r*: 
‘Q q + “*OZ a-‘(q) for all q E Q. The trace gives a well defined map 
tr,:,: ~*Oz,~-~(qj + 0, q. Note that r* Otr, q as a map from 0, q to 
itself is the identity. Often people use the word trace for the product of 
the trace we have defined and the sheet number of r. 
Given an isolated point z of some fiber of r there is some open set 
I/c Q with r(z) E I/ such that, given the connected W of Y’(V) with 
z E W, the map r W: W + I/ is a branched cover with z = r-‘(r(z)). 
Therefore, given an isolated point z of some fiber of r, there is a 
well-defined local sheet number of r at z. There is also a well-defined 
local trace, trr,=. Indeed let g E O,,.. Choose V sufficiently small so that 
g is defined on W. Then tr,,,[g] gives a well-defined element of OQ,,.(Z,. 
Note that for the local trace we have tr,,,[g](&z)) = g(z). It is easy to 
check that the local and global trace satisfy the following simple but useful 
relation. 
TRACE LEMMA. Let q E Q be a point where rr-‘(4) consists of dis- 
tinct points zl,. . . , z, with local sheet numbers k,, . . . , k,. Then k = 
k, + ..a + k,, where k is the sheet number of r. Letting g E r .+ 0,, =- I(~), 
tr,,,[g] = k % %,&I~ 
i=l 
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In particular, 
FT[d(cI) = 
klkT(Zl) + *. . +k,g(z,) 
k 
A.3. Polynomial Systems 
Let f: D --f Cn+N be a holomorphic mapping from an n-dimensional 
algebraic manifold D to Cn+N, where N 2 0. For the main body of the 
paper, we use only the N = 0 case. However, allowing the possibility of 
N > 0 adds no difficulty to proofs and allows for future applications to 
overdetermined systems of the type considered in [33]. 
We embed the system f = 0 into a family of systems, giving rise to a 
holomorphic mapping 
h: D x D, + Cn+N, 
where open D, c C’ with [O, 11 c D, and f = h,, where h, denotes h 
restricted to D X It}. 
We let A, = (t E C’I (1 - tl < E} and A: = AE - (1). Let p: D X 
D, -+ D, denote the product projection. 
We are interested in those solutions of f = 0 which are the limits of 
isolated (in practice nonsingular) solutions of h, = 0 as t approaches 1. To 
understand this analytically, let Z denote the analytic subset of D X DO 
consisting of all one-dimensional irreducible components of h - ‘(0) that 
have a positive measure image in D,. We are interested in those solutions 
Z n (D x (1)). Note that Z n (D X 11)) is discrete. We make the blanket 
assumption that it is a finite set, {x1,. . . , xc). This is always true for 
algebraic systems. 
Since {x1,. . . , XJ is finite we can choose a connected open set D’ of D 
such that D’ X (1) contains {x,, . . . , XJ and such that there are global 
coordinates b,, . . . , b, on D’. Further, there exists an E > 0 such that pzl: 
Z’ -+ AE is a proper surjection, where Z’ = Z f~ (D’ X A.,). 
THEOREM A.l. Let Z’, (x1,. . . , xe), E, D’,(bl,. . . , b,) be as above. Let 
k 1,. . . , k, denote the local sheet numbers of pz, at x1,. . . , x,, respectively, 
and let k denote k 1 + - . * + k,. Then trp,[ b 1], . . . , trJ b, I are holomorphic 
functions on AE which evaluated at 1 give 
i ;b,(xi),..., k ;b&)). 
i=l i=l 
The above result, which immediately gives Theorem 1 of Section 2, lets 
us find the coordinate vector of a root of a system by using an average of 
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the coordinate vectors of the roots of nearby systems converging to it. It 
also shows that this approximation is robust in the sense that if there are a 
number of close roots the computed average is a weighted average of the 
coordinate vectors of the separate roots with weights proportional to their 
multiplicities. 
We can give another useful version that immediately gives parts a and b 
of Theorem 2 of Section 2. Following Section A.1 let us choose Z’, II’, E so 
that the connected component, Zi, of Z’ containing a root xi is the union 
of locally irreducible varieties Zir, . . . , Zj,,. 
THEOREM A.2. Let Z’, {x,, . . . , x=}, E, D’, {b,, . . . , b,} and 
Lq, . . . , ZjJi = 1,. . . , e}, be as above. Let cI1, . . . , cir denote the local 
sheet numbers of pz:,, . . . , pz:, at xi. Given any nonempty subsets Ji c 
11,. . . , ri) with J = IJ Ji let Z; L U ij ,,Zij. Further let uj = Cj EJ, cij and 
CT = CT1 + * . . +a,. Then tr,z,I[b,],. .., 
on A, which evaluated at 1 glue 
trp,,[ p,] are holomorphic functions 
e ib,(xi),.. 
i=l u 
., 5 ‘b,(xi)i. 
i-1 (+ 
Proof of Theorem 3 of Section 2. Let z* be a solution of f(z) = 0 such 
that dh(z*, l), has complex rank n. By the implicit function theorem, this 
rank condition implies that the variety, V, defined by h(z, t) = 0, is a 
smooth connected curve in a neighborhood of t*. The multiplicity condi- 
tion m* 2 1 implies that the t coordinate is not constant on I/. Thus 
(z*, 1) is an isolated point of I/n (D X Ill>, and therefore z* is a 
geometrically isolated solution of f(z) = 0. 
By choosing E, D’ so that Z’ n (D’ x A,) = V n (D’ X A,), the fact 
that r = 1 is immediate from the connectedness of V. 
A.4. The Irreducible Decomposition and Condition Numbers 
We need a simple lemma about condition numbers of n X n matrices. 
(See [12] for background.) Given an n X n matrix A, we define the 
condition number, cond[A], to be 
max( ]h 1 I h is an eigenvalue of A} 
min{ IA I IA is an eigenvalue of A} 
if A is invertible and to be m otherwise. 
CONDITIONNUMBER LEMMA. Let A(r) be a holomorphic function from 
the unit disk A to the n X n complex matrices. Assume that A(7) is 
invertible for r # 0. Then there is a c > 0 and integers p, q, q’ with 0 < q < 
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n2/4 and 0 < q’ I n such that 
cond[A(r)] = cW”~ + O(l+‘q+l’q’). 
In particular, given any real number A, we have 
cond A(eAfi,)] = ~lrl~‘~ -t O(IG-I~‘~~~‘~‘) [ 
for the same c, p, q, q’. 
Proof. Let 
p(~,w) = det(wl,.. -A(r)). 
Since the term of top degree in w  is w” for all T E A we know that, 
counting multiplicities, ~(7, w) has exactly n roots for each T E A. By 
hypothesis, ~(7, w) has n nonzero complex roots for T # 0. 
By the structure theorem described at the end of Section A.1 we can 
choose a small disk A’ = {z E C IzI < c) and holomorphic functions 
&W,. . . , g,(z) on A’, and positive integers n,, . . ., n,., such that the 
holomorphic maps & A’ --) A x C, sending z E A’ to (~~1, g&z)>, satisfy 
(a> each +i is one to one, 
(b) PW, g,(d) = 0, 
(c) every solution (w, T) of p(w, T) = 0 for T in some neighborhood 
of 0 is the image of one of the & in particular, n = nl + . * * +n,. 
Thus for T sufficiently near 0 the condition number will be of the form 
I&( WiT1’ni) 1 
1 g,( OjTl’n’) ) ’ 
where wk denotes some kth root of unity. From this the lemma immedi- 
ately follows. 
Proof of Theorem 2c of Section 2. Let Z, D,, D, p, and 
h:DxD,-+C” 
be as in Section A.3. Let x E 2 f~ (D X (1)). Following Section A.1 let us 
choose Z’, D’, E so that the connected component, Z:, of Z’ containing 
the root x is the union of locally irreducible varieties Z;, . . . , Zi. Let 
cr, . . . , c, denote the local sheet numbers of pzi, . . . , pz: at X. Let 
b 1,. . . , b,, be coordinates in a neighborhood of x which are 0 at X. 
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Using the structure theorem at the end of Section A.l, for each 
i=l *‘> r we have a holomorphic map vi from a disk Di around the 
origin ‘in C to Z! which 
(a) is one to one and takes Di onto a neighborhood of x in ZI, 
(b) vi(O) = x and ~(v~(T~)) = ~fl. 
Let A(ri) equal the composition of ~(v~(T~)) with the IZ X n matrix of 
partial derivatives of h with respect to the b,, . . . , b, coordinates. The 
assumption in Section 2 of d nonsingular solutions for 1 E [O, 1) implies 
that A(ri) satisfies the hypothesis of the Condition Number Lemma for a 
sufficiently small disk Di. (Here 7i = 1 - t.) Using (b) to rewrite 7i in 
terms of t yields the result. 
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